
How Does Your Current  
Emergency Alert System Stack Up?
If your current system is inefficient or not cost-effective,  
it’s time to evaluate other options.

When it comes to emergency alerts, you need a reliable and affordable  

vendor you can trust to put the safety of your citizens first.

Your ability to provide public-safety alert and warning messages to the public  

is critical. As the COVID-19 pandemic and other events affecting your residents  

continue to grow, so does the need for real-time information from government  

agencies. During a crisis, any interruption or unforeseen reduction of  

services within your emergency alert system could put your citizens and  

stakeholders at risk.

If you’ve noticed a reduction in services, or increase in cost from your current  

mass notification provider, now is an excellent time to review a better option.

Many communities across the U.S. have evaluated and chosen OnSolve  

CodeRED over other emergency alert systems. Shouldn’t you?
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Options include:
• Geo-targeted alerts sent via voice, text, email,  

social media and mobile app alerts

• Public self-registration and text-to-enroll  

capabilities help build your contact database  

and reach a larger audience

• 24x7x365 live client support  

(U.S.-based, highly-trained experts)

• Internal staff alerting with advanced two-way 

messaging with response options

• Integrated IPAWS options available

• Public alerting and residential safety with  

advanced ESRI-based mapping technology  

to target specific people

About OnSolve® CodeRED®

OnSolve® CodeRED®, the market-leading 

emergency notification and alerting 

product for the public sector, efficiently 

and effectively delivers geo-targeted, 

time-sensitive information to targeted 

individuals who have opted into the 

service. We send over two billion 

alerts per year using a wide range of 

communication devices and channels, 

including voice, email, SMS and IPAWS. 

With more than 60 years of proven 

support to both the public and  

private sectors.

OnSolve delivers critical event 

management solutions that give our 

customers the ability to proactively keep 

everyone informed, instill confidence,  

foster teamwork, mitigate disruptions, 

improve operational outcomes, protect 

assets and save lives.

“From our standpoint, it’s a more modern 
system that is easier for us to use. We 
basically enhanced our system by going 
to CodeRED. It definitely works for us.”

— Police Captain Scott Gumprecht
Old Bridge Township, NJ

Immediate transition from your current system is available.  
Contact the OnSolve CodeRED team today!

http://www.onsolve.com
https://www.onsolve.com/landing/demo-request/

